
Lecture 6 Symmetry groups and cubes

Question. Whatis the symmetry group
of a cube?

Apo )Ant group=?

, azt auper
rotationis -identity

nontrivial rotation

#axis of this shape

r Type I rotations

8 =4x2 nontrivial ones

↑
#axis of this type

fe Type II rotations

6 x 1

#Taxis ofthis type

In total, we have 9+8 +6+3
=24 elements in the

identity element

G=symmetry group ofa cube

Itturns outthatevery element in G can be obtained by composing
Type I rotations!

Symmetry group In
revisited

Sn=Ant ([n]) In 3 =40,1,2, . . . ,
n - 13

Def Atransposition in Sn is an element of the form

-

ca2, azl, for as, anting

ne
e.g. C0.11, 12,31, (2.31 are transpositions

cycle representation
in S



Im Sn is generated by transpositions, i.e., EgeSc,

1an expression g =92..gm for some m and 92is a

transposition for every i

Egsay we consider (0,1,2, ..., n-1) -> S.

How to decompose itinto transpositions?

consider the dihedral group DaneSa

poster
then 10,2, 2r

e.g.n
=5

we already know thatthe ctions

are products of transpositions

s, is are
both reflections

v
=(us)(s) s

=(14)(23)

rs =(10)(24)

whatabout(213047

4/1
same logic applies

W
03

Butwe know that
all elements in Su can be expressed as a product

of cycles, and a cycle can be decomposed into a productof

transpositions

Exercise:Decompose
(213)(345)<Ss into a productof

transpositions

Exercise:Use the above to write down a formal proof of the theorem

Back to the cube

⑭- 30,73,91,63,92,53, 93,43A B



action on SA, B, C.B}

A 50,73 B 31,63

if p(3.43 As y
D23,43

CAD < B) ErisRe I ↓ d

222,53

(2,53
-92,53

- Left as an exercise

B C

36,63 - 52,53

~ All other pairs are fixed

(BC)
Similarly, you can realize all other transpositions

by reflecting atsuitable axis of type I

#transpositions in Sp =(<P) = *3 =6

Now I consider my action
of G =symmetry group ofsubor

on the set
SA, B, C, D3 of pairs

Ant (A, B, C, p3)
=Sq
& isomorphism notunique

G->A
+(2A,B,c,p3)

HW:Agroup
morphism is injective ifand only ifthe kernel

is [13

kew (v) =5gCG/ p(g)
=13 =913 in our case



=>y is injective

Is y subjective? Answer:Yes!

BIC Ant (A, B, C, D3) =S4 is generated by transpositions,

which all lie in the image of4

Exercise:Suppose y:GAH forgeneral groups G and H

Ifinly) contains a setofgenerators of A, then

o
is subjective

Y =I is a setof generators ifthEH is of the form

subsethe, ..., hm for some m
and hit

Conclusion:
Summetry group

of a cube is isomorphic to Sp!


